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Child poverty decreasing 'pitifully slowly' in B.C., report finds [1]

1 in 5 kids in B.C. live in families that struggle to pay bills, rent and living costs
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One in five children continue to live in poverty in British Columbia, according to the latest child poverty report card.

The report, released by the First Call B.C. Child and Youth Advocacy Coalition on Tuesday, covers statistics from 2016.

While there have been some slight improvements compared to previous years, following the general trend of a decline in poverty year

after year, First Call says there is still a long way to go to eliminate child poverty.

"It's been going down since 2010 very slowly, pitifully slowly," said Adrienne Montani, the provincial coordinator of First Call.

"We still find ourselves at one in five children are poor and that's what it was last year."

That equates to 172,550 children across B.C. who live in families that struggle to pay bills, rent and living costs.

'All those factors, we haven't fixed them'

The report, which uses a different methodology from previous years because of changes made by government reporting and Statistics

Canada, actually puts the child poverty rate three per cent higher — but figures from previous years were also re-calculated to make

comparisons, and showed an overall slight decline.

It again found poverty rates are higher than average among Indigenous children, immigrant children and children in visible minority

groups.

"The factors that make those groups over-represented still exist and that's discrimination in the labour market, discrimination in housing

sometimes, historical disadvantages," Montani said.

"All those factors, we haven't fixed them."

Living wages and precarious work

Precarious work and stagnating wages are two other major factors contributing to child poverty, according to the report.
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"Unstable work makes low-income families have to choose sometimes between paying the hydro bill or making sure they can cover the

rent," Montani told Stephen Quinn, host of CBC's The Early Edition

"It creates lots of stress."

Phyllis Joseph, a parent of two living in Vancouver, knows first hand the stresses of raising children in poverty.

She's overcome addiction issues and poverty to get to where she is now and says that having the proper support resources in place makes

all the difference.

"I knew that I had to get better for myself before I could get out of poverty," Joseph said.

"Having resources available and services and having housing, basically [make the biggest difference]."

Long-term plan

Both the federal and provincial governments are putting together poverty reduction strategies.

B.C. will release its plan next March, promising to reduce the child poverty rate in the province by 50 per cent in the next five years.

"If the will is there, they can reach [that goal]," Montani said.

The report puts forward several recommendations, such as direct income support and reducing housing and childcare costs for families as

key ways to address poverty.

"We have 20 recommendations that we're issuing. If they act on all on them, we think that they could actually exceed that goal and reduce

child poverty by 50 per cent before five years," said Montani.
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